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The successor to the infamous V-8/Vas’Hatham class, the V-9/Nighthawk rectified every 
fault, its development and deployment marking the first step towards making the Imperial 
Navy a serious rival to both the Federation Starfleet and the Imperial Klingon Defense Force. 
 
Prior to the 23rd Century, little was known about the capabilities of the Romulan Imperial 
Navy, let alone the Romulan state itself.  It is believed that the majority of their Navy still 
consisted of classes from the Earth-Romulan War, including the V-1/Imperium class among 
others.  From what is now known about the Romulans, it appears during this period they 
chose to take a very different track from the Federation and the Klingons, concentrating on 
the development of various proprietary technologies and then designing starships around 
them.   
 
The only known product of this philosophy was the V-8/Vas’Hatham class Scout, which 
entered service around 2240.  Extremely primitive by Federation technological standards, it 
nevertheless had two defining features: the first functioning cloaking device and plasma 
torpedoes.  To test their effectiveness, the Navy sent the ChR Gal Gath’thong across the 
Neutral Zone in 2266.  While it managed to destroy three Earth Outpost Stations, it was 
severely outclassed by Starfleet’s USS Enterprise which managed to track it through its cloak 
and destroy it. 
 
The ultimate takeaway for the Romulans was that the Federation and its Starfleet had 
advanced far beyond technological levels observed during the war and would be near 
unbeatable in any future conflict.  While cloaking technology would continue to be refined, 
they were forced to seek an alliance of convenience with the Federation’s prime enemy, 
the Klingon Empire.  The signing of the Treaty of S’Marba in 2268 provided, among other 
things, for the transfer of technology.  In exchange for a number of S-11 class frigates and 
cloaking technology, the Romulans would receive nearly all of the Imperial Defense Forces’ 
D-6 class Battlecruisers along with 3 new D-7 class ships.  A win-win situation for the  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Romulans, it gave them access to technology that many analysts believe they would not 
have otherwise developed on their own.  
 
Extensive study and reverse engineering allowed the Imperial Navy to soon begin 
producing its own updated designs that were on par with their Starfleet and Klingon 
contemporaries.  The first of these, Sunhawk, were deployed beginning in 2271.   Keeping 
similar dimensions to V-8, Sunhawk nevertheless featured an unusual ‘boomerang’ shaped 
design that was optimized for speed and was incredibly maneuverable at sublight 
velocities.  Initially, it was proposed as a replacement for V-8, however its light armament 
while still commendable, was judged inadequate—the disasterous rout of Romulan forces 
(consisting of just Sunhawk and V-11/Stormbird class ships) at the Battle of Klach D’Kel 
Bracht serving as a bloody illustration of this. 
 
As the IKDF modernized the legendary D-7 class Battlecruiser to the D-8/K’Tinga standard 
and Starfleet did the same with its Constitution class Heavy Cruiser (uprated ships forming 
the new Enterprise class), the Imperial Navy saw a similar modernization program as the 
most logical step forward in the face of Sunhawk’s underwhelming performance. 
 
Like its Klingon and Federation contemporaries, the signature V-8 design remained the 
same; a single horseshoe-shaped hull section with warp nacelles mounted on wings that 
extended out and above the hull to port and starboard.  There was also greater external 
hull detailing, courtesy of high density armor plating and a more intricate ‘bird’ pattern that 
was replicated on the hull’s dorsal surface.  Nighthawk’s avian appearance was also 
enhanced with a gently raised hull section (both dorsal and ventral).  1 deck thick, it began 
roughly at the ship’s centerline and became more prominent moving forward before 
ending in a curved ‘beak’ that extended forward from the hull a slight distance.  A larger 
bridge module (that bore more than a passing resemblance to that used on the Enterprise 
class) also served as a distinguishing feature. 
 



From an engineering standpoint, power generation and propulsion systems based on those 
found on the transferred D-7s were only moderately modified, accounting for the priorities 
the Navy placed on speed, agility and stealth.  They were however, more than adequate 
to support an actual tactical suite, its predecessors’ biggest weakness.  Disruptors were not 
as much a concern for the Romulans as they were for the Klingons (who took the lead in the 
development of the technology, in an attempt to rival the Federation’s phaser-based 
weaponry), for them, one of their tactical trump cards was the plasma torpedo.  
Accordingly, Nighthawk was armed with 5 ‘standard’ disruptors (equivalent to the Klingon 
Mark VIII) and a single torpedo launcher.  Capable of launching plasma torpedoes, thanks 
to the technology transfer with the Klingons, it was now capable of launching photon 
torpedoes as well. 
 
Cloaking technology remained the Romulans’ other tactical trump card and despite 
Starfleet’s theft of a prototype cloak during Operation: Purloin in 2268, further development 
continued and they remained hard-pressed to counter it.  The device fitted to Nighthawk 
was based on this prototype and would go on to become the standard until the Navy 
replaced M/AM reactors with artificial quantum singularities towards the mid 24th century.  
At velocities up to Warp 7, it completely masked all trace energy emissions, however as with 
the more primitive cloaking technology provided to the Klingons, if power levels were not 
kept balanced (i.e. attempting to power weapons before disengaging the cloak), a power 
surge would be detectable by normal shipboard sensors. 
 
Entering service beginning in 2273, it gradually replaced V-8 in most scouting, 
reconnaissance and support roles, while also serving as a ship-of-the-line alongside the V-
10/Nightwing and V-11/Stormbird classes.  It proved immensely popular across all segments 
of the Navy, nearly all of which derided the larger Klingon designs.  It also played a key role 
in the short lived Romulan Civil War that that broke out in 2275. 
 
Commanded by Commander-General Ael i-Mhiessan t’Rllaillieu, the ChR Bloodwing took 
the lead in fighting to depose the Romulan government, which by this time had become 
highly corrupt, with power concentrated in the hands of a small ruling elite.  After speaking 
out against a highly immoral genetic research project (which involved the captured crew 
of the USS Intrepid), Ael was initially banished to a different command, but eventually 
escaped to Bloodwing.  Together with the USS Enterprise, the Bloodwing embarked on a 
dangerous covert operation to the project base at Levari V, destroying it and rescuing the 
captured Starfleet crew.  This would mark the last time the bird-of-prey would be seen in 
Romulan space, departing for parts unknown (presumably inside Federation space) 
following the operation’s conclusion. 
 
The following year, Bloodwing took its most brazen actions yet against the Romulan 
government.  Coopted into traveling to Romulus to retrieve Dr. Leonard McCoy, it did so in 
a most explosive manner; entering the atmosphere and firing on the capital.  The actions of 
the now renegade Commander-General exacerbated the situation by transporting down 
into the senate chambers, declaring the government to be corrupt and honorless and 
escaping with both McCoy and the treasured Sword of S’task. 
 
Sometime afterwards, colony worlds on the empire’s outer rim revolted and formed the 
‘Free Rihannsu Movement’.  These colonies, having been long neglected by the corrupt 
central government, rallied around Bloodwing and the Commander-General. 

In an effort to restore order and recover the sword, a meeting between the Federation and 
Romulans was convened at 15 Trianguli to ostensibly work on a diplomatic solution.  
Bloodwing was present, under the protection of a Starfleet flotilla (including the Sempach, 
Enterprise, Ortisei, Hemalat, Lake Champlain and Nimrod).  They were met by a Romulan 
flotilla of equal size, that also marked the first appearance of the Navy’s new Swiftwind class 
Heavy Cruisers (the ChR Gorget and ChR Thraiset).  The diplomatic posturing proved to be 
a ruse though, as the Stormbird class ChR Pillion had provided cover for a seventh Romulan 
ship whose mission was to destroy both Bloodwing and the USS Enterprise in a hit-and-run 
attack. 
 
Initially, the attack went as planned, Bloodwing suffering moderate damage from the 
opening salvo.  Predictably enough, they retaliated in kind along with the Starfleet ships, 
destroying or driving off the Romulan attackers.   
 
After a brief lull, Bloodwing and her Starfleet allies fought two subsequent engagements 
against Imperial Navy forces, the largest being the Battle of Augo (that saw the sacrifice of 
Starfleet Commodore Jono Danilov and the USS Ortisei).  Following this battle, a smaller 
skirmish ensued in orbit of Romulus before Bloodwing and the Commander-General 
assumed control of the area and executed a coup. 
 
Coincidentally enough, the other notable example of the Nighthawk class was 
commanded by Commander-General Ael’s niece, Liviana Charvanek.  Following her 
capture by the Enterprise during Operation: Purloin, she spent a brief period at Starbase 23 
before being returned to the empire in a prisoner exchange.  From there until the time Ael 
executed her coup, Charvanek lived in exile, but was eventually pardoned and assumed 
command of the ChR Honor Blade, which she greatly preferred over the “Klingon 
monstrosity” (the ChR Memenda) she previously commanded. 
 
The Honor Blade had a comparatively uneventful service history, especially following the 
Tomed Incident in 2311.  In 2344 however, after learning of Praetor Dralath’s orders to attack 
the Klingon colony on Narendra III, Charvanek took the Honor Blade and attempted to 
intervene.  Intercepting the flotilla commanded by General Volkiar, she executed a 
lightning strike, taking the flotilla by surprise and destroying 2 of the larger V’Melak class 
warbirds before being disabled and left for dead. 
 
The crew managed to effect partial repairs and continued on to Narendra III, arriving just as 
the USS Enterprise-C returned through a Kerr loop.  Together with the Ambassador class ship, 
the Honor Blade managed to destroy another of Volskiar’s warbird before she was disabled 
yet again and the Enterprise-C was destroyed. 
 
Despite this colorful service history, Nighthawk along with Sunhawk and Swiftwind proved to 
be transitionary classes.  The Imperial Navy had already been forced to endure the indignity 
of relying on Klingon starships to operate, relying on their technology, even as a stepping 
stone was another one that could not continue to be tolerated.  By 2280, the Firehawk 
class—equipped with indigenously designed propulsion and power generation systems—
had supplanted it in service.  No Nighthawks were seen in service after 2335 and it is still 
unknown when they were retired.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

V-9/Nighthawk 
Scout 
 
2273-Unknown 
0 
 
133m 
125m 
35m 
8 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

138,542 metric tons 
 
135 

Armament 
 
 
Defense Systems 

5 Standard Disruptor Cannons 
1 Torpedo Launcher 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 58,466 terajoules 
 
Standard Duranium/Tritanium Single Hull plus 3cm High Density Armor 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
A design I decided to write-up on a whim, I found the V-9/Nighthawk (an arbitrary designation I came up with) to fit into the TMP era quite well as the Romulan equivalent to Starfleet’s 
sleek, redesigned Enterprise and the bulked up, more intimidating K’Tinga from the Klingons.  Due every author pretty much using the old TOS bird of prey in their TMP works, it was both 
easy and slightly hard in a way, to write this into that era (expecting that the puny, underpowered ship could go toe to toe with modern TMP era ships of the line is ludicrous in the extreme 
IMO). 
 
With that said, I basically paraphrased certain events from the “Rihannsu” novels and a slight bit from “Vulcan’s Heart”, trying to get as much mileage out of them as possible so as to 
create a good service history.
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